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Tracey Holmes and  Jackie Thornewill               

“Rocking all over the world…..” (well Halam anyway!) 

Mr Peter Lennard Jones resplendent in a pink and 

white tie which we believe was a present from his 

grandmother c1976  (Wig, what wig?????) 

Stephanie McCracken (in blue) and Rachel Freeman 

getting “into the groove…..” 
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This is the first in an occasional series of publications entitled “Halam Life” which will record “events” in the village. 

This edition contains photographs of the very colourful “70’s Night” fundraiser for the Church Organ Fund,          

generously held at Field Cottage, home of the McCrackens (you remember Margaret  - the one who’s nearly 50!!) on 

24th May 2008. Over £400 was raised for the Organ Fund from the event, so thanks to all who attended and to 

Maraget and Alan for hosting a fun evening!   

By the end of the evening, Margaret McCracken was 

beginning to feel her age (which isn’t quite 50!) 

Julie Paris (yes really!!) with Lorna and Adam Baisley  

demonstrating that flower power is alive and well! 

“Oops upside your head, I said Oops upside your head…” 

All photographs and captions approved for use by those featured. 
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“Shake your body down” has never had so much meaning! Some of the dancers in Halam’s version of Pans People (!) 

with an age defying little routine to “Boogie Wonderland” by Earth Wind and Fire 

3 of Halam’s Village People preparing for their unique 

performance……………. 
& here is an image of the performance itself…..which left 

the audience in stitches not to mention the state in which 

the performers ended up…….. 

“Beatnik” Andrew Paris, with 

freshly dyed facial hair confirming 

that there is life after Blackadder! 

Chris Davis came dressed as a  

“Bovver boy” thereby proving the  

old adage that you can take the boy  

out of East London but…….. 

Alec Wells joined in the fun in 

a Beatles Sgt Peppers outfit…. 

left over from the 1960’s we 

presume! 

Printing of this 1st edition of Halam Life is kindly sponsored by Copy Right Print Services (tel 0115 940 0051) 


